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A Message From 
our co-Founders…
We would like to thank you all for your participation in the 2019/20 National Enterprise Challenge
and our final, which for the very first time, will be taking place online due to the COVID-19
pandemic.

When we started this year’s challenges back in September, nobody could have predicted what
2020 would bring and the impact that it would have on society. In the same way that schools
across the country have had to respond to the new challenges of home learning, The Inspirational
Learning Group have responded quickly to launch our own online platform; #TILGVirtual, where
students can access some of our most popular enterprise challenges from the safety of their own
homes.

We cannot thank our partner schools enough for the way that you have embraced these changes
and worked with us to ensure that as many students as possible can still benefit from the fantastic
challenges set by Air Products & Grenade. As a company we have been amazed by the creativity,
entrepreneurialism and business acumen demonstrated by the students that we have worked with
this year and it was so important to us to ensure that all their work did not go to waste.

Whilst we had hoped to welcome you all to The ICC, Birmingham this year for another fantastic
national finals event, we felt it was still important to recognise the dedication to enterprise and
employability skills demonstrated by all of our participating schools by hosting a Virtual Final
event via our online platform #TILGVirtual.

This year’s finals will be vastly different to the usual celebration of enterprise that we normally
look to deliver, however, we endeavour to bring you the very best event possible, with a celebrity
host and an interview with our new ambassador, Nick Jenkins. Just like our regular finals, all
winning teams' ideas will be judged by our panel of business leaders, with 5 teams progressing to
the grand final for the chance to be crowned The National Enterprise Challenge Champions!

Contained in this pack is all the information that you will need including:

• What you will need to do next as a group or an individual
• What is expected of you on the 15th July 2020
• Information regarding the online platform

This is our 8th National Enterprise Challenge finals and we are proud that over 300,000 young
people have participated in the challenge since our very first day back in 2012.

This year’s final may be a little different, but we are looking forward to welcoming you and your
students and can assure you that we will be back, bigger and better than ever for our 2020 / 21
challenge!

If you require any more information, please contact mike.dyer@nationalenterprisechallenge.co.uk

Wishing you the very best of luck!



The Presentations…

This year we are asking for your presentations to be pre-recorded and submitted to TILG using the
file submission form which is accessible either on #TILGVirtual or via the link that will be emailed
to all teachers.

All schools taking part in this year’s challenges will be given access to #TILGVirtual. Students from
schools who have not yet had their challenge day will be able to complete the challenge online
using the videos and resources provided. Winning teams from schools which have already had their
challenge day will be able to use the platform to revisit their presentations before submitting.

We appreciate that for some schools it might not be possible for students to work on their
presentations in teams and as such, we are accepting entries from both groups and from individuals.
It is also acceptable for a presentation to be edited together using clips from several students.
As is always the case, we want students to make their presentations unique, memorable and fun
and would encourage students to try and memorise their script or use well designed prompt cards
when filming.

Your presentations should be no longer than 4 MINUTES. If you are submitting a video presentation,
we can accept either MP4 or WMV file formats and if you are submitting an audio file, please use
either MP3 or WAV.

If you are submitting a final entry as a team but your students have recorded separate audio or
video files, please make sure that the total time does not exceed 4 minutes. It is not necessary for
you to edit these files together and you can submit multiple files, however, please include a number
in the file name if you wish them to be viewed in a specific order during judging. Finally, please
submit any written submissions or artwork as PDF files.

The first judging round will take place before the virtual finals and, as is the case at our regular
finals, will be judged by independent judges from the world of business.

The winning team from each virtual judging room will progress to the grand finals where their
presentation will be judged by representatives from Air Products or Grenade respectively.

PLEASE NOTE - PRESENTATIONS MUST BE NO LONGER THAN 4 MINUTES.
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT PRESENTATIONS THAT LAST FOR MORE THAN A COMBINED 4 MINUTES
MAY NOT BE VIEWED AFTER THE 4 MINUTE POINT.



Judging Criteria…

AIR PRODUCTS JUDGING CRITERIA:

IDEA 30% 
Is the product feasible?  
Would the product work in the marketplace? 
Is the product financially realistic from a production and sales perspective?

DESIGN AND BRAND 20% 
Would the product be something that Air Products could promote and support? (For example - is 
the idea ethical?)
Is the branding appealing to the product’s relevant audience? 
Are the marketing initiatives clear and appropriate? 
Is the marketing well designed and targeted? 

PRESENTATION 50% 
Was the idea presented well? 
Was the presentation engaging? 
Were all the relevant areas covered? (environmental issues, branding, marketing, costs)
Were props and/or visual aids used well?  
Was the 30 second advert presented well?   

GRENADE® JUDGING CRITERIA:

IDEA 30% 
Does the idea have a clear target customer? 
Would the idea work in the marketplace? 
Are the flavours used unique and appealing / engaging for their target customer?

DESIGN AND BRAND 20% 
Does the bar work well with the Grenade brand? 
Is the branding appealing to the target customer outlined? 
Are the marketing initiatives clear and appropriate? 
Is the marketing well designed and targeted?

PRESENTATION 50% 
Was the idea presented well? 
Was the presentation engaging? 
Were all the relevant areas covered? (target customer, branding, packaging, ingredients, brand 
ambassador and marketing) 
Were props and/or visual aids used well? 
Was the 30 second advert presented well?



Air Products Brief…

“To recycle end of life cylinders and tanks for Air Products and design a brand new product. This new
product could be used for any purpose and can utilise any number of cylinders and tanks to ultimately
help to reduce waste materials and promote eco-sustainability.”

Things to include:

Introduction:
Who are the members of your team? What school are you from? What roles did you take on throughout
the challenge?

Idea:
Summarise what your new product is and what purpose it serves. You should give the judges an overview
of any standout features of your overall idea at this stage, before continuing into much more detail.

Current environmental issues:
What current environmental issues did you discover and what are the causes of these? If your idea
directly reduces these then be sure to tell the judges at this point. But if not, don't panic! Your idea is
already reducing environmental issues through the recycling of materials.

Idea:
Explain to the judges what your new product is. You should explain what purpose this serves and how it
will work along with any other key information.
At this point be sure to show the judges any diagrams that you have made for your idea and clearly
explain what materials you have used - including which number cylinder and tanks are used too.

Branding:
What is your product’s name, slogan and logo and why did you choose them?
Remember that your branding must reference the fact that your product is made from recycled
materials - how have you achieved this?
You can add in a mascot here but make sure that it follows your branding theme.

Marketing:
Explain to the judges, the concept behind your social media competition - not forgetting your hashtag!
Explain to the judges the idea behind your poster (containing no more than 20 words), PR stunt and press
release.
The more detail you can give to the judges the better. Exactly how will your marketing help to promote
your new product? Remember to show the judges any images you have produced to support your
marketing campaign.

Costs:
Using the costing resource provided, explain how much your idea will cost you to make, how much it will
be sold for and ultimately how much profit you will make.
If you have opted to make your idea a charitable cause then you should explain this to the judges,
ensuring that you make reference to what will happen with any profit / losses.

YouTube advert:
Showcase your advert to the judges in your presentation. This should last approximately 30-45 seconds
long and could be in the form of a song, rap, news bulletin, sketch - it’s up to you!

Why your team deserves to win:
Tell us why your team deserves to win and how you worked together as a team.



Grenade® Brief…

“To create a new flavour ‘Carb Killa’ bar for Grenade® to add to their range.”

Things to include:

Introduction:
Who are the members of your team? What school are you from? What roles did you take on 
throughout the challenge? 

Idea:
Summarise the flavour combination for your Carb Killa bar and explain to the judges the standout 
features of your overall idea. You should give the judges a general overview or your bar concept 
before continuing into much more detail. 

Target customer:
Clearly explain to the judges who your target customer is. The more detail the better! How old are 
they? What hobbies and interests do they have? What kind of lifestyle do they lead? Do they look 
or dress a certain way? Are they a specific gender? 
You could even draw a labelled sketch to make this information interesting for the judges. 

What flavours have you used?
Tell the judges what two flavours make up your flavour combination and why you chose them.

Branding, packaging and ingredients:
Tell the judges the name of your bar and explain why you decided on this name.
This is also a good point to show the judges your new bar packaging, layers template and point of 
sale branding (be sure to clearly explain your thought process behind every detail here).

Brand Ambassador:
Explain to the judges who you chose to be your brand ambassador and read out your email to them. 
Clearly explain how you plan to entice this person to take the role, bearing in mind they should be 
realistic, relevant and appeal to your target customer. 

YouTube advert:
Showcase your advert to the judges in your presentation. This should last approximately 30-45 
seconds long. Remember that we are not judging you based on your acting ability, just the overall 
concept. This could be in the form of a song, rap, news bulletin, sketch - it’s up to you!

Marketing:
Tell the judges about your marketing including your Snapchat filter, poster, PR stunt and press 
release. Why did you design these in this way? What impact do you believe they will have? How do 
you think they will draw attention from your target customer? 

Why your team deserves to win:
Tell us why your team deserves to win and how you worked together as a team.



#TILGVirtual
Online Platform…

All schools taking part in The National Enterprise Challenge 2020 Virtual Finals will have access to
#TILGVirtual.

For schools completing the challenge online, students will have access to the full challenges set by
Air Products or Grenade depending on which challenge they are entering. Pupils will also have
access to step by step guidance from our Delivery Manager, Liam, and a live online chat function
where either teachers or students can ask for help and advice.

Teachers will be provided with a teacher log-in where they can view students' work as they
complete stages and upload work into the system.

Once students have completed the challenge, they will need to bring all the work they have done
together to create a final presentation before submitting their entry.
There will be a link to the submission form accessible by teachers on #TilgVirtual which will also
be sent to you via email. Students will not have direct access to this submission form which will
allow teachers the opportunity to monitor student entries. Teachers can forward the link to
students if they would prefer students to submit their own entries.

Entries will be accepted as either video, audio or document form or a combination of those, but all
entries must adhere to the criteria mentioned earlier in this pack.



This is where your part in the finals differs from the normal finals format; you have already put in
all the hard work and therefore we want you to relax and enjoy the finals from home.

We would love as many of you as possible to tune-in to the virtual finals to see who will be
crowned this year's winners. Our aim is to make the event as engaging and entertaining as possible
with content from celebrities from the world of business and entertainment.

The finals will be available to view on #TILGVirtual as well as on various social media platforms.
Further details will be announced closer to the time.

VIRTUAL FINALS AGENDA:

14:00 - Welcome from our celebrity host

14:05 - Q&A with our Ambassador, Nick Jenkins

14:15 - Announcement of the 5 Air Products Challenge Grand Finalists

14:20 - Celebrity entertainment

14:30 - Announcement of the 5 Grenade Challenge Grand Finalists

14:35 - Messages from past TNEC supporters

14.40 - Presentation of additional awards

14:45 - 2020 Air Products Challenge Winners announced by Air Products 

14:50 - 2020 Grenade Challenge Winners announced by Grenade

14:55 - Thanks from The Inspirational Learning Group

15.00 - Close

What is Expected
of you at the Final?…



Additional Awards…

Every year The National Enterprise Challenge recognises the achievements of schools, teachers and 
students who have excelled through enterprise during the year. 

This may be a teacher who tirelessly runs various after school clubs, it may be a school whose 
ethos is based around developing enterprise skills or a pupil who always goes out of their way to 
develop their skills through getting involved in different activities.

Whatever the story, we want to hear from you! Using a maximum of 250 words let us know why 
you or the person you are nominating should win the award. You can nominate yourself for the 
award or someone can nominate you on your behalf. Nominations should be sent via email to 
paul.dyer@nationalenterprisechallenge.co.uk by no later than Friday 7th June 2020. 

The short-list and winners will be announced during our Virtual Finals on Wednesday 15th July, with 
winners also announced via our social media platforms.

The categories for the awards are as follows:

- MOST ENTERPRISING SCHOOL

- MOST ENTERPRISING TEACHER 

- MOST ENTERPRISING PUPIL; 

- KS3 BOY (YEAR 7 & 8) 

- KS3 GIRL (YEAR 7 & 8) 

- KS4 BOY (YEAR 9 & 10) 

- KS4 GIRL (YEAR 9 & 10) 

We very much look forward to having you join us on the day.

Take care and stay safe!



#TNEC2020 #TILGVirtual


